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Abstract: We propose a minimal extension of the standard model which includes only
one additional complex scalar eld, avon, with avor-dependent global U(1) symmetry.
It not only explains the hierarchical avor structure in the quark and lepton sector (in-
cluding neutrino sector), but also solves the strong CP problem by identifying the CP-odd
component of the avon as the QCD axion, which we call axion. Furthermore, the axion
model solves the cosmological puzzles in the standard model, i.e., origin of dark matter,
baryon asymmetry of the universe, and ination. We show that the radial component of
the avon can play the role of inaton without isocurvature nor domain wall problems.
The dark matter abundance can be explained by the axion coherent oscillation, while the
baryon asymmetry of the universe is generated through leptogenesis.
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1 Introduction
There are several puzzles in the standard model (SM) of particle physics, which may be
solved by new physics models based on (spontaneously broken) symmetries. Although one
may be able to introduce a new symmetry to solve each puzzle, it is desirable to have a
unied picture of those symmetries from the point of view of simplicity and minimality, as
we suggest in this paper.
One of the mysteries of the SM is the hierarchical avor structure of the Yukawa
couplings. The Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism is an attractive possibility to explain the
quark/lepton mass hierarchy and their mixing matrices [1]. It introduces a new complex
scalar eld called avon, whose vacuum expectation value (VEV) generates the SM Yukawa
couplings. In this model a global Abelian avor symmetry U(1)F is imposed.
Another puzzle in the SM is the strong CP problem in the quantum chromo dynamics
(QCD). The Peccei-Quinn (PQ) mechanism [2] utilizes a global U(1) symmetry, U(1)PQ,
to solve it; the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneous breaking
of U(1)PQ, called axion [3, 4], dynamically cancels the strong CP angle. Moreover, the PQ
model explains the present dark matter (DM) abundance through the coherent oscillation

















remarkable that the right-handed neutrinos can have large masses through the U(1)PQ
breaking [8]. Thus tiny left-handed neutrino masses are naturally explained through the
seesaw mechanism [9{11].
In this paper, we propose a new minimal extension of the SM in which the avor U(1)F
and the U(1)PQ are unied. We introduce only one additional complex scalar eld, avon,
charged under the global U(1)F whose VEV naturally explains the Yukawa structure. As
long as this U(1)F is exact up to the QCD anomaly, its angular component remains nearly
massless, which we call axion. Assuming that U(1)F is anomalous under SU(3)C , the
axion gets the potential after the QCD phase transition as ordinary axion and solves the
strong CP problem. Similar possibility was already pointed out long ago in ref. [12] followed
by several studies [13{21]. We use the minimality as our guiding principle and add only
one complex scalar eld to the SM. Then, with such an additional complex scalar eld
(as well as right-handed neutrinos), we show that it is possible to explain the followings:1
(1) Yukawa avor structure, (2) strong CP problem, (3) neutrino masses and mixings, (4)
dark matter, (5) baryon asymmetry, and (6) ination. In particular, we point out that a
successful ination takes place by identifying the avon eld as the inaton. By utilizing
the idea of attractor ination [25{28], we have a phenomenologically viable ination with
successful reheating consistent with leptogenesis [29] and without domain wall nor axion
isocurvature uctuation problems.
We emphasize that our model is more economical than other axion models. In the
KSVZ axion model [30, 31] heavy vector-like quarks are necessary, while in the DFSZ
axion model [32, 33] we need two Higgs doublets. In this sense, our model is economical:
addition of only one new scalar eld is sucient to explain the avor structure, solve the
strong CP problem and provide a good DM candidate.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present our model and derive
avon/axion coupling to the SM particles. Experimental constraints, in particular avor-
violating neutral current (FCNC) processes mediated by the axion, are also summarized.
In section 3, cosmological aspects of the axion model is discussed. There we show that
the avon eld acts as the inaton through the attractor-type mechanism for attening the
































MN cRNR + h:c: ; (2.1)
1A similar approach was made in refs. [22{24] in the framework of KSVZ axion model, although they

















where M is a mass scale corresponding to the cut-o scale of this model. Here Qi, uRi,
dRi, Li; eRi, NR (i = 1{3) denote the left-handed quark doublet, right-handed up-type
quark, right-handed down-type quark, left-handed lepton doublet, right-handed charged
lepton and right-handed neutrino, respectively. H denotes the SM Higgs doublet, andeH = i2H. Finally,  is a complex scalar eld, called avon, whose VEV hi  v gives
rise to the SM Yukawa couplings [1]. The hierarchy of the Yukawa coupling constants is




We assume all yij  O(1) and   0:2 to explain the hierarchical structure of the Yukawa
matrix (see appendix A). For a while we do not specify the number of right-handed
neutrinos. The minimal number required to reproduce the experimental results is two
( = 1; 2) [34, 35], while we do not exclude the possibility of three right-handed neutrinos















where hHi  vEW = 174 GeV.2
This model possesses a global chiral U(1) symmetry, which we denote by U(1)F , under
which the avon is assumed to have a charge +1 and the SM Higgs is neutral. Denoting the
U(1)F charges of the SM quarks and leptons as qQi ; qui etc., we have the following relations:
nuij = qQi   quj ; (2.4)
ndij = qQi   qdj ; (2.5)
nlij = qLi   qlj ; (2.6)
ni = qLi   qN (2.7)
nN =  qN   qN : (2.8)
An example for generating the desired quark and lepton masses and the CKM matrix is30B@qQ1 qQ2 qQ3qu qc qt
qd qs qb
1CA =













2The Higgs boson may naturally have mass of  M in this framework. The ne-tuning issue to obtain
the electroweak scale is not addressed in the present study.
3The charges of the left-handed elds, qQi and qLi , are chosen to approximately reproduce the CKM and
MNS matrices. The other charges, qui ; qdi ; qli are determined by n
f




















0B@8 4 37 3 2
5 1 0
1CA ; ndij =
0B@7 6 66 5 5
4 3 3
1CA ; nlij =
0B@9 6 48 5 3
8 5 3
1CA : (2.11)
Note that for this charge assignment on the lepton doublets, the large { mixing of the
neutrino sector is obtained independently of the charges of the right-handed neutrinos [36{
38]. (See appendix A.2).
2.2 Flavon interactions
Now let us see the avon interactions. Expanding the avon and Higgs as
 = v +
1p
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fLifRj + h:c: (2.13)
The mass term and Higgs Yukawa interactions are simultaneously diagonalized by the
biunitary transformation
fRj  Ufjif 0Ri ; fLi  V fijf 0Lj ; (V fymfUf )ij = mfi ij ; (2.14)






















+ h:c: ; (2.15)
where the matrix fij is given by
fij  V fyik (mfknnfkn)Ufnj : (2.16)
Thus the avon and pseudo-scalar avon mediate FCNC processes [12, 48{52]. The inter-

















where fH = (
f + fy)=2 and fAH = (
f   fy)=2 are Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts
of f , respectively. Here it may be useful to rewrite the matrices f in a simple form. First
note that, the factor mfknn
f



























































V fybqQV f + UfybqfUf
ij
(mfj  mfi ): (2.22)
for f = u; d. Expressions for l are obtained by replacing bqQ with bqL.
2.3 Flaxion as QCD axion
The interaction between the pseudo-scalar avon and quarks (2.17) yields the eective
axion-gluon-gluon interaction through the triangle anomaly diagram. The eective inter-


















with the domain-wall number
NDW = Tr (2bqQ   bqu   bqd) = Trnu + nd ; (2.25)
which corresponds to the number of the minima of the potential. In the model of section 2.1,
NDW = 26. As is well known, after taking the QCD instanton eects into account, the in-
teraction (2.23) results in the axion potential to cancel the strong CP angle at the potential
minimum. Therefore, we can regard the pseudo-scalar avon a as the axion that solves the
strong CP problem via the PQ mechanism. We call a as the axion. The relation between
the axion mass and the PQ scale is the same as the ordinary QCD axion [39]:






Except that it has a relatively large domain wall number, its cosmological property is the
same as the ordinary invisible QCD axion. In particular, the coherent oscillation of the
axion can be a good DM candidate. We will discuss the cosmology of axion and the
avon in section 3.
The axion-photon coupling is also important for low-energy phenomenology. The
eective Lagrangian is given by


































2  2(4 + z)
3(1 + z)
; (2.28)
with z  mu=md ' 0:56, q(em)f the electromagnetic charge of quarks and leptons, and
Nf = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons). For the model presented in section 2.1, we have ga =
113=39   1:95 ' 0:95. Thus the prospects for the detection of the axion DM are similar
to the KSVZ and DFSZ axion model [40{43].
2.4 Constraints on axion
Phenomenological consequences of the axion are similar to the DFSZ axion, except that
the axion has FCNC interactions with the quarks and leptons. Here we briey summa-
rize constraints coming from the avor-violating process induced by the axion and also
astrophysical constraints.
The most stringent bound on fa may come from the process K
+ ! +a mediated
by the second term of (2.17). In order to evaluate the matrix element of such a process,
we adopt h(p)jsd(x)jK(pK)i ' F1((pK   p)2)e i(pK p)x(pK + p), with F1(0) ' 1,










ms md , where we have also used the following
relation: @ h(p)jsdjK(pK)i = (ms  md) h(p)jsdjK(pK)i. Consequently, the decay
rate is evaluated as









3  (dAH)12ms  md
2 ; (2.29)
which gives







2  (dAH)12ms  md
2 : (2.30)
Comparing with the current experimental bound, Br(K+ ! +a) . 7:3  10 11 [44], the
bound on fa is given by






Notice that, because qQ1   qQ2 = 1 in order to realize realistic avor structure (see ap-
pendix A), j(dAH)12=msj  O() (or larger, depending on the U(1)F charges of the quarks)
assuming no accidental cancellation. In the near future, it is expected that the NA62 ex-
periment [45] will improve the measurement of K+ ! + (and K+ ! +a), improving
the bound on fa.
There are also lepton-avor violating processes mediated by the axion. Note that
processes including double axion vertices such as    e conversion or  ! 3e are highly

















might give a stringent bound. The three body decay ! ea [46{48] might be the best to
constrain the axion coupling to the lepton sector. The constraint reads Br( ! ea) .
1:1 10 9, which is translated to [46]






On the other hand, the observation of SN1987A event at Kamiokande constrains the
axion-nucleon coupling, so that the duration of supernova does not change signicantly.






































with f being the spin content of the nucleon: Sf 


N j f5f jN

. They are given
by u = 0:85 and d =  0:41 [53], resulting in Cp '  0:4 and jCnj  jCpj for NDW  1.
The constraint reads [54]
fa
jCN j & 1 10
9 GeV; (2.36)
which is weaker than the constraint from K+ ! +a. It is a striking property of the axion,
which has avor-violating couplings, that the most stringent lower bound on the PQ scale
comes from the avor physics, not from the SN1987A. The axion-electron coupling is also
constrained by the observations of white dwarf stars so that the cooling of the white dwarf
stars due to the axion emission does not aect the observed luminosity functions of white
dwarf stars too much. The constraint reads [55]






Observations of horizontal branch stars and red-giant stars also put similar constraints on
the axion-electron coupling [53].
Let us also comment on the possible constraint from nucleon decay caused by gauge-
invariant baryon- and lepton-number violating higher dimensional operators [56, 57]. If the













which are multiplied by some powers of =M to be consistent with U(1)F symmetry.

















operators can be much higher than M . For the charge assignments of (2.9) and (2.10),
the most dangerous operator is the last one in (2.38), which is suppressed only by 5
for the rst generation quarks and leptons. Therefore, the eective cuto scale of this
operator is Me   2:5M  40  M and hence we need M & 5  1014 GeV to avoid
the too rapid proton decay [58]. This is roughly consistent with the phenomenologically
preferred value M  1014{1017 GeV, as shown in the next section. One should also note
that this suppression factor crucially depends on the U(1)F charge assignments on the
quarks and leptons. As shown in appendix A.1, we have a freedom of constant shift of




ij . Using this freedom, it is possible to
suppress all of the operators in (2.38) further. Since the Lagrangian (2.1) depends only on
the combination nij , all the phenomenological constraints discussed so far, except for the
nucleon decay, remain intact with such a shift of U(1)F charges.
3 Flaxion and avon cosmology
3.1 Flaxion as dark matter
Let us discuss cosmological consequences of the present model [59]. As in the case of
ordinary QCD axion, the axion starts to oscillate around the minimum of the potential.
Its present density is given by [60]
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where i denotes the initial misalignment angle which takes the value 0  i < 2. Thus,
the axion oscillation can be dark matter for fa  O(1012{1015) GeV, assuming i '
O(0:01{1).
As discussed in the previous section, the decay constant of the axion is related to the
parameters in the avon potential. For NDW = 26 and   0:2, for example, the axion
dark matter is realized when v  O(1013{1016) GeV and M  O(1014{1017) GeV.
3.2 Isocurvature and domain wall problem
Since the domain wall number is larger than unity, one may require that the U(1)F sym-
metry be spontaneously broken during ination to avoid the serious domain wall problem.
In this case there is a stringent constraint on the ination energy scale so that the axion
does not acquire too large isocurvature uctuations. The recent constraint from the Planck
result reads
pPS=P . 0:18 with P ' 2:2 10 9, where PS and P are the dimensionless
power spectrum of the (uncorrelated) DM isocurvature and curvature perturbations, re-






























2 is given by eq. (3.1) and 
CDMh
2 ' 0:12. Thus the inationary scale is
bounded as






Notice that this constraint is based on the assumption that the avon already settles down
to its potential minimum during ination. However, the dynamics of the avon eld can be
non-trivial during and after ination and it can signicantly modify the constraint. Below
we see that the avon itself can play the role of inaton, avoiding this isocurvature bound.
3.3 Flavon ination
So far we have assumed that the inaton sector is independent of the SM + avon sector.
More interestingly, it may be possible to identify the avon itself as the inaton.4 First
of all, one should note that large eld ination in which '  p2Re() rolls down from
'  v would be dangerous, since during the reheating stage the avon passes through
the origin ' = 0 many times and it leads to the nonthermal symmetry restoration through
the parametric resonant enhancement of the axion eld [63{66]. Thus the domain wall
problem arises after the QCD phase transition in such a case. On the other hand, the small-
eld ination in which ' rolls down from near the origin toward the potential minimum
may be possible. Although there is no domain wall problem in this case, the avon self
coupling constant needs to be very small and also the axion isocurvature perturbation
tends to be too large because it is enhanced due to the smallness of ' during ination.
Here we propose a nonminimal large-eld ination model which avoids these diculties.
The idea is to extend the avon kinetic term to eectively atten the potential at large
eld value [67, 68]. In an extreme case in which the kinetic term has a pole at some eld
value, the eective potential becomes completely at around the pole after the canonical
normalization, and it leads to a class of large eld ination with best-t value of the scalar
spectral index [25{28].
Here, we adopt the following Lagrangian:




2     jj2   v22 : (3.4)
After the canonical normalization, the avon potential may be rewritten as



















Thus the potential is at for e'  and ination can take place there. If v <  < p2v,
the potential height at large eld limit is lower than that at the origin (see gure 1), hence



















Figure 1. Schematic picture of the avon potential for successful ination.
the avon does not pass through the origin after ination. Thus there is no domain wall








As we will discuss in the following,  is found to be of the same order of v in the parameter
region of our interest, and hence he'i  O(v).
We also note here that, due to the structure of the kinetic term in the present model,
the eld a is not canonically normalized. The canonically-normalzed axion eld around
the vacuum is ~a  a=, where
  1  v2=2: (3.8)
Thus, the axion interactions (as well as the decay rate) given in the previous section should
take account of the correction factor . For the case of our interest, however,   O(1)
and hence the discussion given in the previous section is qualitatively unchanged.
We can analyze the slow-roll ination dynamics as usual [69]. The avon eld value











where Ne  50{60 denotes the e-folding number at which the present horizon scale exits
the horizon. The scalar spectral index ns and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r are given by
ns ' 1  2
Ne























Thus the scalar spectral index falls into the Planck best-t region while the tensor-to-scalar
ratio is too small to be detected. The dimensionless power spectrum of the curvature









In order to reproduce the observed magnitude of the curvature perturbation, P ' 2:2 
10 9 [61],











In order for  to be in the perturbative range, we must have  & 1013 GeV, meaning
fa  =NDW & 5  1011 GeV. This is consistent with the scale inferred from the axion
DM density (3.1). The ination scale is given by






3.4 Suppression of isocurvature perturbation
Here we show that the isocurvature perturbation of the axion is highly suppressed due
to the peculiar structure of the kinetic term. We parametrize the complex avon eld as
 = 'ei=
p










Since e' slow-rolls during ination, we may regard the prefactor in (3.14) as a constant.










The canonical eld ~ainf acquires long-wavelength uctuations of Hinf=2 during ination,





















where P is the power spectrum of . (Here, we have used e'   during ination.)
Since it is related to the uctuation of the initial misalignment angle as i = NDW, the














which is highly suppressed.5 Thus, the observational bound is safely satised and the
axion can be the dominant component of DM.
5In this scenario, the spectrum of the axion isocurvature uctuation is blue. However, even at the

















3.5 Reheating after avon ination
Finally let us discuss the reheating after avon ination. There are mainly three decay
modes of the avon: decay into right-handed neutrinos, decay into Higgs bosons and decay
into axions. Other decay modes are suppressed either by the loop factor or the nal state
fermion masses.













Note that m'  3  1013 GeV(v=) is almost independent of the overall scale . Here
we have assumed that the avon is heavier than the right-handed neutrino: 4
2 &
(yN
nN 1)2. The partial decay rate of avon into the Higgs bosons depend on the addi-
tional potential term6
V = H jj2jHj2: (3.20)
We nd the partial decay rate into the Higgs boson pair as











where we have taken account of the four real degrees of freedom in the SM Higgs doublet.7
On the other hand, the avon partial decay rate into the axion pair is given by




















This is typically much larger than Hinf and hence the reheating is completed al-
most instantaneously after ination. Thus the reheating temperature, TR, can be
6This term potentially leads to the vacuum decay through the resonant enhancement of the Higgs
uctuation [70{73]. However, the same term along with large VEV of  can ensure the absolute stability
of the Higgs potential [74, 75]. Note also that there must be a large bare mass term of the Higgs to cancel
the avon-induced mass term so that it obtains the electroweak scale VEV.
7This coupling radiatively aects the avon potential. If it is substantially large and  is too small,

















as high as 1012{1014 GeV in our scenario. Flaxions are thermalized through interac-
tions with Higgs and right-handed neutrinos and there is no problem of axion dark
radiation overproduction.
Lastly let us discuss thermal leptogenesis in the present scenario. The nal baryon










' 1:3 10 31f ; (3.24)
where (nN1=s)th is the abundance of the right-handed neutrino in thermal equilibrium,
1 denotes the lepton asymmetry generated by per right-handed neutrino decay and f















where e is the eective CP angle which satises e  1 for mN1  mN2(3) [77, 78].8
On the other hand, the eciency factor f crucially depends on the eective neutrino
mass em1 Pk jnk1yk1j2v2EW=mN1 . In the present scenario, it is roughly given by em1 P
k 
2qLk v2EW=M  m3 . (See appendix A.) This corresponds to a so-called strong washout
regime (em1 & m ' 1  10 3 eV), where the eciency factor is approximately given
by f  0:02  (em1=0:01 eV) 1:1 [76]. For em1  m3  0:05 eV, we obtain f 
3  10 3. Therefore, the observed baryon asymmetry nB=s ' 9  10 11 can be obtained
for mN1  O(1012) GeV.9 This can be obtained, for instance, by taking qN1 = 1   5 for
M  O(1014{1017) GeV.
4 Conclusions and discussion
We have shown that a simple QCD axion model in which U(1)PQ is identied with Abelian
avor symmetry U(1)F solves and explains puzzles in the SM. The model contains only one
additional complex scalar and right-handed neutrinos. Ination can successfully happen
without domain wall nor isocurvature problems.
Here are some remarks. In this paper, we assume that there is only one Higgs doublet.
Although this is a minimal choice, if there are additional Higgs doublets, we can assign the
U(1)F charges to the Higgses so that NDW = 1. As an example, we consider a two Higgs















8If the mass of N1 is degenerated with N2, the asymmetry is enhanced [79{83]. This can happen in our
case if U(1)F charges of right-handed neutrinos are the same.
9For this mass scale, none of the charged lepton Yukawa coupling is in equilibrium, and the avor

















If we assign the U(1)F charges qHu and qHd on Hu and Hd respectively, we obtain
ndij = qQi   qdj   qHd ; (4.2)
nuij = qQi   quj   qHu : (4.3)
We may keep nfij the same as those in (2.11) by shifting the charges of the right-handed
quarks as qfi ! qfi   qHf .10 Then, the domain wall number is given by
NDW = jTr (2bqQ   bqu   bqd)j = j26 + 3 (qHu + qHd)j : (4.4)
Thus, the domain wall number is NDW = 1 if we take qHu + qHd =  9. In this case,
there is no cosmological domain wall problem even if the PQ symmetry is restored during
ination, as long as fa < (4:6   7:2)  1010 GeV [88] and hence there can be a variety of
cosmological scenarios.
Although the minimality is lost, it is also easy to embed the theory into the supersym-
metry (SUSY) framework. We can just interpret the Lagrangian (4.1) as the superpotential
written by the chiral superelds. Since there are two Higgs doublets in minimal SUSY SM,
we can choose the U(1)F charges so that NDW = 1 as just shown above. In this case, the
-term can be generated by the superpotetnial W  (=M)9MHuHd, which may be com-
patible with high-scale SUSY scenario in which the soft mass scale is O(100  1000) TeV.
The potential of the avon can be generated by introducing  and also a \stabilizer eld"
X, which have U(1)F charges  1 and 0 respectively, and assume the superpotential
W = X(  v2): (4.5)
After they get soft SUSY breaking masses, they are stabilized at     v. Since  is
oppositely charged under U(1)F , it cannot directly couple to SM Yukawa terms. Note that,
with the present assignments of U(1)F charges, o-diagonal elements of the squark mass
matrix are not suppressed enough to avoid SUSY avor problem if the mass scale of the
SUSY particiles is around TeV. Such a problem can be solved by high-scale SUSY or avor-
blind mediation model (like gauge mediation). (Otherwise one may adopt a dierent avor
symmetry to suppress the o-diagonal elements of the sfermion mass matrix.) Cosmology
of this class of models will be non-trivial due to the presence of saxion and axino which
appear in the avon supermultiplet, although the detailed investigation is beyond the scope
of this paper.
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A Quark and lepton masses and mixings
A.1 Quark and charged lepton masses and CKM matrix
For general U(1)F charge assignments on the quark elds0B@qQ1 qQ2 qQ3qu qc qt
qd qs qb
1CA ; (A.1)
with assumption qQi  qQj  0 and qfi  qfj  0 for i < j, the quark mass matrix
(normalized by vEW) is expressed and decomposed as
mdij  n
d
ij  V ddiag(md)Udy

0B@ 1 qQ1 qQ2 qQ1 qQ3qQ1 qQ2 1 qQ2 qQ3
qQ1 qQ3 qQ2 qQ3 1
1CA
0B@qQ1 qd 0 00 qQ2 qs 0
0 0 qQ3 qb
1CA





ij  V udiag(mu)Uuy

0B@ 1 qQ1 qQ2 qQ1 qQ3qQ1 qQ2 1 qQ2 qQ3
qQ1 qQ3 qQ2 qQ3 1
1CA
0B@qQ1 qu 0 00 qQ2 qc 0
0 0 qQ3 qt
1CA
0B@ 1 qc qu qt quqc qu 1 qt qc
qt qu qt qc 1
1CA: (A.3)
Thus the CKM matrix is given by
VCKM = V
uyV d 
0B@ 1 qQ1 qQ2 qQ1 qQ3qQ1 qQ2 1 qQ2 qQ3
qQ1 qQ3 qQ2 qQ3 1
1CA ; (A.4)
which depends only on the charges of the left-handed quarks. Taking account of O(1)





qQ3 + 3 qQ3 + 2 qQ3

; (A.5)
and  ' 0:23. Charges of right-handed quarks are chosen so that the quark mass eigenvalues
are consistent with observed values:
qQ1   qd = 7; qQ2   qs = 5; qQ3   qb = 3; (A.6)
qQ1   qu = 8; qQ2   qc = 3; qQ3   qt = 0: (A.7)
Still we have a degree of freedom to choose qQ3 , corresponding to the overall constant shift
of (qQi ; qui ; qdi).
11 A particular example with qQ3 = 0 is given in (2.9).






















with assumption qLi  qLj  0 and qfi  qfj  0 for i < j, the charged lepton mass matrix
(normalized by vEW) is decomposed as
mlij  n
l
ij  V ldiag(ml)U ly

0B@ 1 qL1 qL2 qL1 qL3qL1 qL2 1 qL2 qL3
qL1 qL3 qL2 qL3 1
1CA
0B@qL1 qe 0 00 qL2 q 0
0 0 qL3 q
1CA
0B@ 1 q qe q qeq qe 1 q q
q qe q q 1
1CA: (A.9)





qe + 9 q + 5 q + 3

: (A.10)
The charges of left-handed leptons are partly constrained from the neutrino mass matrix,
as shown below.
A.2 Neutrino masses and mixing
First let us consider the minimal case of two right-handed neutrinos: N ( = 1; 2). For
general U(1)F charge assignments on right-handed neutrinos (qN1 qN2), the Dirac- and










According to the seesaw mechanism, after integrating out heavy right-handed neutrinos,
we obtain the following light neutrino mass matrix:
mij = m

D  (mN ) 1  (mD)T 
v2EW
M
0B@ 2qL1 qL1+qL2 qL1+qL3qL1+qL2 2qL2 qL2+qL3
qL1+qL3 qL2+qL3 2qL3
1CA : (A.12)
It is independent of the charges of right-handed neutrinos. Note that since the matrix mN






0B@ 1 qL1 qL2 qL1 qL3qL1 qL2 1 qL2 qL3
qL1 qL3 qL2 qL3 1
1CA
0B@0 0 00 2qL2 0
0 0 2qL3
1CA
0B@ 1 qL1 qL2 qL1 qL3qL1 qL2 1 qL2 qL3
qL1 qL3 qL2 qL3 1
1CA: (A.13)
The MNS matrix is given by
UMNS = U
V ly 



















Therefore, the large     mixing is obtained for qL2 = qL3 . A reasonable choice to





qL3 + 1 qL3 qL3

: (A.15)
For M  1014{1015 GeV as a representative value as described in the main text, the
observed neutrino mass dierences are consistent with qL3 = 0. This is the one given
in (2.10). For M  1016{1017 GeV, a slightly small Yukawa coupling yN  O(0:01) is
required. Note that if qL3 takes a half-integer value, all the lepton and right-handed
neutrino charges should also be half-integer.
Next, let us consider the case of three right-handed neutrinos: N ( = 1{3). For
general U(1)F charge assignments on right-handed neutrinos (qN1 qN2 qN3), the Dirac- and
Majorana-mass matrices of neutrinos are given by
(mD)i  vEW




0B@  2qN1  qN1 qN2  qN1 qN3 qN1 qN2  2qN2  qN2 qN3
 qN1 qN3  qN2 qN3  2qN3
1CA : (A.17)
The resulting structure of the light neutrino mass matrix after integrating out the
heavy right-handed neutrinos is the same as (A.12). The MNS matrix is also the same







0B@ 1 qL1 qL2 qL1 qL3qL1 qL2 1 qL2 qL3
qL1 qL3 qL2 qL3 1
1CA
0B@2qL1 0 00 2qL2 0
0 0 2qL3
1CA
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